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*474 Introduction
Choice of forum is a key tactical decision in any lawsuit. Yet, when it comes to enforcing intellectual property rights, most
practitioners automatically choose federal court. Why is this? Perhaps it is because federal courts have exclusive jurisdiction
over matters arising from patent, plant variety protection, and copyright laws. Or perhaps it is because intellectual property
lawyers with a national practice prefer to work with only one set of civil rules. While there are many benefits to filing in
federal court, Texas intellectual property practitioners should consider the strategic advantage of Texas state courts in
appropriate circumstances. This paper will first outline certain jurisdictional rules affecting intellectual property cases. It will
then address the procedural differences between federal court and Texas state court that should be considered in selecting the
best forum.
I. District Court Jurisdiction in the United States
Initially one needs to determine whether there is a choice of forum at all. Intellectual property cases can roughly be divided
into three categories: (1) those that must be litigated in federal court (so-called “exclusive jurisdiction”), (2) those that can but
need not be asserted in federal court (federal question jurisdiction), and (3) those that might be litigated in federal court,
depending on certain factors (for example, diversity of citizenship).
A. Exclusive Jurisdiction
Section 1338(a) of Title 28 of the United States Code provides:
The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any civil action arising under any Act of Congress
relating to patents, plant variety protection, copyrights and trademarks. *475 Such jurisdiction shall be
exclusive of the courts of the states in patent, plant variety protection and copyright cases.1
1. Patent Cases
Section 1338(a) grants exclusive jurisdiction to the federal district courts in cases arising under the patent laws. An action
“arises under” the federal patent laws if patent law creates the cause of action or is a necessary element of the claim.2 The

Supreme Court models section 1338(a)’s “arising under” analysis on similar wording in section 1331, the general federal
question statute.3
Whether a claim “arises under” patent law must be determined from the complaint itself, “unaided by anything alleged in
anticipation or avoidance of defenses.”4 A case raising a federal patent law defense does not, for that reason alone, “arise
under” patent law, “even if the defense is anticipated in the plaintiff’s complaint, and even if both parties admit that the
defense is the only question truly at issue in the case.”5 Further, if the complaint alleges as grounds for relief reasons
unrelated to patent law, then the claim does not “arise under” those laws.6 Thus, even if a claim is supported by patent-related
theories, section 1338(a) jurisdiction may not be available unless patent law is also at least partly the basis of each of the
alternative theories as well.7 For example, federal courts have held that the following claims are not sufficient to arise under
the federal patent laws: patent invalidity raised as a defense,8 ownership of a patent with an injunction against a non-owner,9
construction of a patent license agreement,10 alleged conspiracy to preclude a plaintiff *476 from exploiting his patent rights,11
and the determination of an assignor’s rights under a patent assignment.12
2. Copyright Cases
The classic test for copyright jurisdiction was announced by Judge Friendly:
Mindful of the hazards of formulation in this treacherous area, we think that an action ‘arises under’ the
Copyright Act if and only if the complaint is for a remedy expressly granted by the Act, e.g., a suit for
infringement or for the statutory royalties for record reproduction, . . . or asserts a claim requiring
construction of the Act, . . . or, at the very least and perhaps more doubtfully, presents a case where a
distinctive policy of the Act requires that federal principles control the disposition of the claim.13 From
this test it is apparent that the court looks only to the complaint to determine whether the plaintiff is suing
for a remedy expressly granted by the Copyright Act. Federal jurisdiction will exist for an injunction
against future infringements, a claim for statutory damages, or a claim requiring construction of one of
the Act’s provisions.14 Further, federal jurisdiction will also lie where the objective of the complaint is to
determine whether a work is for hire15 or one of joint authorship.16
However, suits involving contractual matters, such as those to enforce a license to pay royalties on a copyrighted work, must
be brought in state court, absent some other basis for federal jurisdiction.17 In determining whether an action lies purely in
contract, the courts look to see whether the primary objective of the litigation is to determine the effect or validity of an
assignment. If so, no federal jurisdiction exists.18 Other courts have looked to the “essence” or “gist” of the claim to
determine whether the plaintiff’s case involves a genuine issue of infringement.19 Example of copyright-related suits not
sufficient to establish federal jurisdiction include *477 a construction of an assignment of royalties under a copyright
license,20 an action to invalidate contractual rights pertaining to copyright,21 an action to enforce arbitration of a contract
involving copyright,22 an action for breach of warranty involving a determination of infringement of a third party’s
copyright,23 and an action to determine the validity of a copyright assignment.24
B. “Arising Under” Jurisdiction
The Judicial Code also confers federal jurisdiction over actions arising under federal trademark law.25 However, federal
courts do not possess exclusive jurisdiction over such actions.26 Where an infringement action is based on a federally
registered trademark, for example, the action may be brought in either a state or federal court, as may a false advertising or
anti-dilution action based on the Lanham Act.27 A potential plaintiff may therefore choose to bring a Lanham Act claim in
either forum-- subject, of course, to the defendant’s ability to remove the case from state to federal court.
In a state court action for federal trademark infringement, the court may rule on the scope and validity of the federal
registration,28 but all questions of validity and infringement of federally registered trademarks are controlled by federal law.29
A state court does not have the power to determine whether a particular mark can be registered in the federal system.30
*478 Federal district courts also have original (but not exclusive) jurisdiction over actions asserting a claim of unfair
competition when joined with a substantial and related claim under any of the copyright, patent, plant variety protection, or
trademark laws.31 These include causes of action such as trade secret claims,32 misuse of confidential information,33 and
certain interference with contract claims.34 A “substantial” claim for purposes of section 1338(b) is one that is capable of

withstanding a motion to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction, even though it may not be able to withstand a motion to dismiss on
the merits.35 Alternatively, an unfair competition claim is “substantial” unless it is clearly immaterial and made solely to
obtain jurisdiction.36
C. Other Jurisdictional Bases
Mentioned so far are actions arising under the laws or constitution of the United States. All other actions--that is, all actions
not “arising under” federal law--require an independent jurisdictional basis to get into federal court. Intellectual property
actions falling under this rubric include state law unfair competition, state law trademark, breach of license, intellectual
property ownership disputes, covenants not to compete, misappropriation of trade secrets, tortious interference, trade
disparagement, and state law trademark dilution. In these situations, federal court jurisdiction must rest on another basis, such
as diversity of citizenship jurisdiction.37 Without such additional basis, no forum choice is available, and the case must remain
in state court.
D. When Forum Selection Is Made
The possibility of choosing between federal and state court arises in two situations. From the plaintiff’s side, the decision
must be made before initial filing of the suit. From the defendant’s side, the decision is made in the context of removing the
case to federal court. In general, the defendant has 30 days from initial *479 notification to decide whether to remain in state
court or remove the case to federal court.38 Cases not removed during this period remain in state court.
II. Factors
Whether to choose federal court or state court for eligible intellectual property suits is a complex question. There are several
factors affecting such a decision for a Texas-based cause of action.
A. Injunctive Relief
One of the key strategic determinants of where to file includes an assessment of whether a temporary restraining order (TRO)
or preliminary injunction will be sought. The purpose of injunctive relief is the same in state and federal court: to preserve the
status quo pending a trial on the merits.39 Case law in Texas defines the status quo as the last, actual, peaceable, non-contested
status that preceded the controversy.40 State and federal forums each require the plaintiff to show that it has a probable right to
the relief it seeks upon final trial41 and that there is a potential for irreparable injury to the plaintiff unless the court grants an
injunction.42 Federal courts have added two additional elements: (1) the threatened injuries to the plaintiff outweigh any
damage the injunction might cause to the defendant, and (2) the injunction will not disserve the public interest.43 Texas courts
and statutes have added two additional requirements: (1) there is no other adequate remedy at law available,44 and (2) the
grounds for the injunction fall within statutory guidelines.45
*480 There are other procedural advantages for choosing Texas state courts. Parties in state court are entitled to a contested
hearing for injunctions.46 In contrast, federal courts often decide such issues solely on affidavits and documents, eschewing
live testimony.47 Proceeding in state court thus allows a plaintiff with a story to tell to present its witnesses live rather than
merely in written form. Additionally, the party seeking a temporary injunction in Texas has to obtain a bond to protect the
enjoined party. Rule 684 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure makes a temporary injunction issued without the posting of a
bond void.48 Fifth Circuit precedent, on the other hand, permits temporary injunctions issued without any bond or security.49
Certain types of intellectual property cases necessitate injunctive relief. These types of cases include enforcement of
covenants not to compete and non-disclosure agreements, protection of trade secrets and other proprietary information,
bringing to a halt trademark infringement and dilution, and ending a competitor’s false advertising. In such cases the issuance
of a temporary restraining order clearly shifts the momentum in favor of the plaintiff. While the object of a TRO is the same
in both state and federal court--preservation of the status quo pending decision on a temporary injunction50--the culture of
those courts on this subject is much different. Plainly put, a litigant is much more likely to obtain a TRO (ex *481 parte or
otherwise) in a Texas state court than in a federal court. Indeed, one of the best techniques to reverse a plaintiff’s injunctive
momentum in state court is to remove the case to federal court where the TRO will likely be cancelled. A party seeking to

obtain (or defeat) a TRO should keep this in mind when selecting the proper forum.
B. Parallel Proceedings
Another factor to consider is whether parallel litigation exists in another state. This is relevant both for determining
application of res judicata principles and also for potential transfer and consolidation of the two cases. The United States
Constitution’s Full Faith and Credit Clause51 is implemented by the federal full faith and credit statute.52 The Supreme Court
has interpreted this law to require federal courts to “give to a state-court judgment the same preclusive effect as would be
given that judgment under the law of the State in which the judgment was rendered.”53 Texas state courts adhere to this
interpretation.54
The general federal rule for application of res judicata principles between competing suits is the “first to judgment” rule.55
Again, this rule also applies in Texas state court.56 Under this rule--promulgated by the Restatement (Second) of
Judgments--the order of filing of the two suits is irrelevant; instead, the first case to reach judgment will preclude the other
suit no matter when the case was filed.57
Consider this scenario: A sues B in federal court for breach of contract in California. B believes that A has misappropriated
its trade secrets but would prefer to litigate the case in Texas. Should B file in state or federal court? The key distinction here
is the availability in federal court of a transfer under section 1404(a).58 *482 Under this section, for example, a filing by B in a
Texas federal court would allow A to move for a transfer of venue of the second action to California for consolidation with
the earlier case.59 If B were to file in a Texas state court, on the other hand, the case could not be transferred or consolidated
with the first one. A would be left to seek an abatement or dismissal in Texas state court--a more difficult proposition. This
means that B should carefully craft its state court petition in Texas to ensure that it does not state any grounds for federal
jurisdiction, since a removal by A to federal court in Texas will set the case up for transfer entirely out of Texas.
C. Venue
The general federal venue rule provides that an individual defendant must be sued in a district where one of three
requirements are satisfied. First, the defendant may be sued where any defendant resides, if all defendants reside in the same
state.60 Second, the defendant may be sued where a substantial part of the events giving rise to the action arose.61 Finally, a
defendant may be sued where any defendant is subject to personal jurisdiction at the time the action is commenced, if there is
no district in which the action may otherwise be brought.62
Under federal law, residence of an individual is equivalent to permanent residence or legal domicile.63 This is a fact
question.64 A corporate defendant is deemed to reside in any judicial district in which it is subject to personal jurisdiction at
the filing of the action.65 If a state has more than one district, a defendant corporation is deemed to reside in a specific district
in that state if it meets two requirements: (1) it is subject to personal jurisdiction in the state at the time the action *483 is
commenced, and (2) its contacts with that district are sufficient to subject it to personal jurisdiction were that district a
separate state.66 If no such district exists, the defendant corporation is deemed to have its residence in the district in which it
has the most significant contacts.67
Texas law, on the other hand, sets up a system of mandatory and permissive venue. If a mandatory venue rule applies, the suit
must be brought pursuant to that provision.68 Mandatory venue rules cover, inter alia, suits involving libel, slander, or
invasion of privacy,69 suits primarily seeking injunctive relief against a party,70 and suits arising from a written contract
specifying venue and involving a “major transaction.”71 If venue is not mandated, the plaintiff can file in any county in which
venue is permitted by specific statute or under the general venue rule.72 Specific permissive venue statutes cover, inter alia,
suits involving breach of warranty73 and suits involving a contract to be performed in a particular Texas county.74
The general Texas venue statute requires that suit be brought in the county in which (1) all or a substantial part of events or
omissions giving rise to the claim occurred, (2) the defendant resides at the time the cause of action accrued, if the defendant
is a natural person, or if the defendant is not a natural person, in the county of the defendant’s principal office in Texas, and
3) if neither of the preceding provisions apply, the plaintiff’s county of residence at the time the cause of action accrued.75 A
corporation’s “principal office” is defined to be the location where “the decision makers for the organization within this state
conduct the daily affairs of the organization.”76

*484 In multiple party cases in state court, each plaintiff must establish proper venue independently of all other plaintiffs.77 If
not, each cause of action of that plaintiff must be transferred to another county, unless a four part statutory test is met.78 If the
plaintiff establishes proper venue against one defendant, proper venue is established as to the remaining defendants in all
claims arising out of the same transaction or occurrence or series of transactions or occurrences.79 If the plaintiff joins
multiple claims arising from the same transaction and one is governed by a mandatory venue provision, that provision
controls venue for the suit.80
In federal court cases involving multiple claims and parties, the general rule is that venue must be proper as to each defendant
and claim.81 The doctrine of “pendent venue,” however, allows venue that is proper for a federal claim to be proper for other
claims if all the claims pleaded arose out of the same transaction or occurrence.82
Determination of the most advantageous court based on the previously stated rules is detailed and fact specific. While federal
venue is generally broader (at least as against corporate defendants), the Texas practitioner should make this decision on a
case-by-case basis.
D. Protective Order
Another factor to consider is whether the litigation will involve disclosure of proprietary information or trade secrets. Federal
courts are authorized to issue protective orders to shield such information from public view.83 To carry its burden, the
proponent must show both that the information sought is a trade secret and that its disclosure might be harmful.84 The burden
then shifts to the party seeking discovery to establish that the disclosure of trade secrets is relevant and necessary to the
action.85 The district court should balance the requesting party’s need for the *485 trade secrets against the claim of injury of
the responding party resulting from disclosure.86
In Texas state court, trade secret protection is found in Texas Rule of Evidence 507, which provides:
A person has a privilege, which may be claimed by the person or the person’s agent or employee, to refuse to disclose and to
prevent other persons from disclosing a trade secret owned by the person, if the allowance of the privilege will not tend to
conceal fraud or otherwise work injustice. When disclosure is directed, the judge shall take such protective measure as the
interests of the holder of the privilege and of the parties and the furtherance of justice may require.87 Under Rule 507, once a
party resisting discovery establishes that the information is a trade secret, the burden shifts to the party seeking the
information to establish that the information sought is necessary for a fair adjudication of the party’s claims. “If the
requesting party meets this burden, the trial court should ordinarily [order production] of the information, subject to an
appropriate protective order.”88 The party seeking discovery should indicate the facts that are expected to be discovered and
explain how they will assist in preparation of the party’s case.89 If the trial court orders disclosure of a trade secret, the
affected party may seek relief by mandamus.90
An additional step in state court is found in Texas Rule of Civil Procedure 76a. Under this rule, all court records are
presumed to be open to the general public and can be sealed only upon satisfying all the requirements therein.91 Discovery
exchanged between the parties in a trade secret case is not normally considered to constitute court records92 unless the
discovery concerns matters that have a probable adverse effect on the general public health or safety, operation of
government, *486 or administration of public office.93 Before limiting disclosure of documents (such as those claimed to be
trade secrets), the trial court is required to determine that such documents do not constitute court records under the rule.94
Thus, practitioners in intellectual property cases that could be construed to involve matters of public health or safety will
have more difficulty shielding proprietary information in state court.
E. Personal Jurisdiction
In federal court, once a jurisdictional question is raised, it is the plaintiff’s burden to persuade the court that jurisdiction is
proper.95 In contrast, state court rules place the entire burden of disproving personal jurisdiction on the defendant.96 In a case
involving close questions of personal jurisdiction, this can be an important factor in forum choice.
F. Discovery Procedures

1. Generally
The scope of discovery is also different between federal and state court. In federal court, ignoring the effect of local rules,
each party is limited to ten depositions of seven hours each and not more than twenty-five interrogatories.97
Texas state court has a more detailed system. Upon filing an action, the plaintiff is required to select a discovery level or plan
for controlling the remainder of the suit.98 Level I plans are limited to cases in which the amount in controversy does not
exceed $50,000.99 Discovery in such cases begins when suit is filed and continues until 30 days before the date set for trial.100
Each side is limited to a total of 6 hours of deposition examination, unless agreement to increase the time is reached.101 In
Level I discovery only 25 interrogatories are permitted.102 Level II *487 discovery--which are the default plan if none is
specified--have a 50 hour limit on depositions per side; interrogatories are limited to 25.103 The discovery period begins when
suit is filed and generally continues until the earlier of 30 days before trial or nine months after the earlier of the date of the
first deposition or the due date of the first response to written discovery.104 In Level 3 discovery the court is required upon
motion to issue a discovery control plan for the case. The plan must include certain information and discovery limitations.105
The Level 3 plan is the most similar to the federal practice.
2. Initial Disclosures
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26 requires an initial meeting between counsel for the parties to discuss case management
issues.106 The parties are required to attempt in good faith to agree on a proposed discovery plan and to submit to the court a
report outlining this plan.107 Rule 26 also requires the automatic disclosure of certain information, including identification of
persons with knowledge of relevant facts, all documents which support the claims or defenses of the responding party, certain
expert information, computation of damages claimed by the responding party (with supporting documentation), and insurance
or indemnity agreements.108 These disclosures must be made within fourteen days of the initial Rule 26(f) meeting of
counsel.109
The Texas state court practice is somewhat different. While there is no automatic disclosure requirement, a different type of
discovery instrument--the request for disclosure--triggers an obligation on the responding party to provide certain
information. The information that must be provided in response includes identification of persons with relevant knowledge
and potential parties, the correct names of the parties to the suit, the legal theories and general factual bases of the responding
party’s claims or defenses, the amount and method of calculating economic damages, certain expert witness information,
indemnity and insurance agreements, settlement *488 agreements affecting the suit, witness statements, and relevant medical
records and bills (for personal injury cases).110 State law recognizes no objections to this inquiry.111
3. Pretrial Disclosures
In federal court a party is further required to disclose, at least 30 days before trial, the following: an identification of trial
witnesses, an identification of depositions intended to be offered into evidence, and an identification of exhibits the party
intends to or may offer at trial.112 Within 14 days of such disclosure, the opposing party may serve and file its objections to
the deposition designations, and, together with grounds, objections to trial exhibits.113 With limited exceptions, objections not
made in this fashion are waived.114
Texas state court has no analogous rule other than the provision in Rule 166 for the court to order trial-oriented disclosures.115
The Texas rules do allow the discovery through interrogatories of a party’s trial witnesses.116 Additionally, production of
documents by a party in Texas state court authenticates the document for use against that party at trial unless, within 10 days
of notice that the opposing party intends to use the document, the producing party objects to the authenticity of the document,
stating the specific basis for objection.117
4. Expert Disclosures
The Federal Rules require the disclosure--at least 90 days prior to trial--of the identity of testifying experts.118 The disclosure
must, in the case of retained experts or in-house experts whose normal role is to provide testimony, be accompanied by a
written report. The report must also include a complete statement of all opinions of the expert and the basis of same, the data
which the expert considered, any exhibits summarizing or supporting the opinion, and a list of the witness’s *489
qualifications, compensation, publications in the previous 10 years, and testimony given in the previous 4 years.119 In federal
court, the ordinary rule is that the party seeking discovery pay the expert’s fee for the time spent responding to discovery and

depositions.120
If requested, a party in a Texas state court proceeding that retained an expert is required to provide, at least 90 days prior to
the close of discovery, the expert’s current resume and bibliography, documents and data provided to or prepared by the
expert in anticipation of testimony, the expert’s opinions and the basis for the opinions, and any identifying information.121
Importantly, there is no requirement in Texas state court that an expert prepare a report; rather, the court must order
preparation of the report.122 Furthermore, a party in state court must pay for its own expert’s time in preparing for and
attending the expert’s own deposition.123
5. Compulsory Process For Witnesses
Another difference lies in the discovery procedures for out-of-state witnesses. Under federal law, an attorney may issue and
sign a subpoena on behalf of “a court for a district in which a deposition or production is compelled by the subpoena, if the
deposition or production pertains to an action pending in a court in which the attorney is authorized to practice.”124 A motion
to quash or enforce the subpoena must be brought in the district of the witness’s residence.125
In Texas state court, on the other hand, the deposition of a witness in another state or foreign country may be taken by notice,
letter rogatory, letter of request, agreement of the parties, or court order.126 Note that while simply forwarding a Texas
deposition notice is convenient, there is no mechanism to compel attendance at the deposition if the witness is uncooperative.
The most common method is issuance of a letter rogatory (or commission) from a Texas court requesting that the applicable
foreign court summon the witness for testimony and cause the testimony to be reduced to writing.127 In such a case, Texas
counsel will likely have to retain *490 counsel in the witness’s forum to file a miscellaneous action in that forum, have a
subpoena issued out of that case, and then serve the witness. This added time and expense in state court becomes important in
large intellectual property cases with witnesses in multiple states.
6. Duty To Supplement
Both federal and Texas state courts require supplementation of written discovery responses if the responding party learns that
the response is incorrect or incomplete.128 Both also require the supplementation of expert reports and deposition transcripts,
though in Texas state court the duty is limited to changes in the expert’s mental impressions or opinions.129 Texas requires
that additions or corrections to disclosure of the identification of witnesses and “persons with knowledge” be in the form of
amended or supplemental responses, rather than the broader standard of disclosure “in writing” or “in the discovery process”
used by the federal courts.130 Failure in a Texas state proceeding to supplement identification of witnesses and persons with
knowledge at least 30 days prior to trial creates a presumption that the omitted persons cannot testify at trial.131
7. Privilege
In Texas, the rules regarding evoking privilege are quite involved in comparison to their federal counterparts. Pursuant to the
Texas Rules of Civil Procedure, “[a] party should not object to a request for written discovery on the grounds that it calls for
production of material or information that is privileged.”132 Instead, the “party who claims that material or information
responsive to written discovery is privileged may withhold the privileged material or information from the response.”133 The
party must state--either in the discovery response or in a separate document--that information responsive to the request has
been withheld based on privilege along with the privilege asserted.134
After receiving a response indicating that material has been so withheld, the party seeking discovery in Texas state court may
serve a written request that the *491 withholding party identify the information withheld.135 The withholding party must then,
within 15 days, identify in writing for each withheld document facts sufficient to support the privilege and the specific
privileges claimed.136 The rule also requires that a party may withhold its lawyer’s files without providing any notice.137
Finally, Texas law mandates that privileges are not waived by inadvertent production of privileged material so long as within
10 days of learning of the inadvertent production the producing party amends the response, identifies the material produced,
and claims privilege.138 In such a case the requesting party must promptly return the specified information.139
In federal court, when a party withholds allegedly privileged information, the party is required to object on the basis of
privilege and describe the nature of the documents, communication, or things not produced in a manner sufficient to enable
other parties to examine the basis for the privilege.140 The Fifth Circuit analyzes waiver by inadvertent discovery production
on a case-by-case basis.141

G. Summary Judgment
Another key difference between state and federal court which has an impact on forum choice is the likelihood or desirability
of disposition by summary judgment or motion to dismiss. Federal district judges have between one and three law clerks to
assist them with motions and trials. State court judges at the trial level generally have no law clerks. Accordingly, the federal
level has more resources to comb through lengthy and complicated motion briefing, perhaps giving such motions a better
likelihood of being granted. In state court, the trial judge will have little or no help in sifting through pretrial motions prior to
decision. Accordingly, attorneys whose cases are based in shades of meaning or nuance might consider the federal venue.
H. Use Of Magistrate Judges And Visiting Judges
Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 72 and the Federal Magistrates Act, a United States district court may transfer certain
pretrial motions to a magistrate *492 judge without the parties’ agreement.142 These matters include discovery motions143 and
sanctions.144 On these matters, the ruling of the magistrate judge will be reversed by the district court only if clearly contrary
to the law.145 If consent of the parties is not obtained, rulings on dispositive matters, such as motions for summary judgment,146
and applications for temporary injunctive relief,147 are in the form of recommendations only.148 Recommendations by a
magistrate judge do not take effect until the district court enters an order accepting the recommendation.149 If a timely
objection is filed, the district court must make a de novo determination of the recommendation, though no second evidentiary
hearing is required.150 If the parties agree, a district court can assign a case for disposition of all phases by a magistrate
judge.151
Texas does not have positions directly analogous to magistrate judges, although associate judges and “visiting judges” bear
similarity. A sitting state district judge can assign to an associate judge any civil case or portion of a civil case.152 Once the
case is assigned, the associate judge is empowered to hear evidence, conduct hearings, examine witnesses, and perform all
other acts that are necessary and proper for the efficient performance of the duties required by the order of referral.153 After
receiving notice of an associate judge’s decision, but no later than the third day of the notice, either party has the right to file
an appeal in the referring court.154 Decisions of the associate judge are tried de novo in the referring court, and except by leave
of court, no additional evidence is heard.155
*493 A visiting judge in Texas--referred to as an “assigned judge” in the statute--is a retired or former judge appointed to the
case by the presiding judge of the administrative region.156 Unlike an associate judge and a magistrate judge, once the case is
assigned to a visiting judge, the assigned judge has the full power and authority of a sitting judge.157 A party must object to
the assignment of a visiting judge by the earlier of 7 days of receiving notice of the assignment or the date of the first hearing
or trial in the case, including pretrial hearings.158 Parties are allowed only one such objection during the pendency of the case
unless the visiting judge was defeated in the last primary or general election.159 In this case, there is no limit to the number of
objections lodged.160
I. Voir Dire
Voir dire, or jury selection, is frequently different in federal and state courts. Texas courts allow counsel broad latitude to
examine the jurors on matters relevant to the trial.161 Voir dire in Texas state court is linked to the constitutional right to a fair
trial.162 A state trial court’s decision preventing examination of a juror is more likely to be reversed than one allowing
examination.163 In Texas district court, each side is given six peremptory strikes, while in county court the parties are limited
to three.164
In federal court, local rules often require parties to submit proposed voir dire questions to be posed by the judge.165 While voir
dire should be conducted to permit the parties to make reasoned peremptory challenges and challenges for cause,166 federal
courts have discretion to perform the voir dire examination on their own to the exclusion of the parties.167 In many federal
district courts, it is common practice *494 for the district judge to conduct the entire voir dire examination.168 Each side is
given three peremptory strikes.169
J. Use Of Deposition Transcripts At Trial

One significant difference between federal and state court involves the use of deposition transcripts. In state court, a
deposition taken in the same proceeding as the trial is not hearsay, and the deponent need not be unavailable for the transcript
to be used as evidence.170 The deposition can be used for any purpose in the “same proceeding,”171 which includes a
proceeding in a different court involving the same subject matter and the same parties or their representatives or successors in
interest.172
Federal court allows the use of depositions for impeachment purposes irrespective of witness availability173 and against an
adverse party or its representative.174 Other uses of the deposition transcript, such as presenting substantive evidence of one’s
own witnesses, however, are permitted only if the witness is “unavailable.”175
K. Open Cross Examination
In federal court, the scope of cross-examination is limited to the matters covered by the direct examination, unless leave of
court is granted.176 In Texas state court, cross examination is “wide open,” meaning that the cross is not limited to the subject
matter of the preceding examination but can inquire into any subject relevant to the case, including credibility.177 This means
that in Texas calling an opposing witness live during your case in chief permits the opponent to obtain any and all evidence
from that witness in the middle of your case. In Texas state courts, *495 calling adverse opponents live is a risky proposition,
which is why deposition transcripts are frequently preferred.178
L. Facts Underlying Expert Testimony
The test for admissibility of expert testimony in state and federal court is similar.179 One difference between the forums is the
treatment of facts underlying expert testimony. In federal court, facts or data that are otherwise inadmissible are not disclosed
to the jury unless the court determines that their probative value outweighs their prejudicial effect.180 In Texas state court,
underlying facts or data--otherwise inadmissible--can be offered by the proponent of the expert unless “the danger that they
will be used for a purpose other than as explanation or support for the expert’s opinion outweighs their value as explanation
or support or are unfairly prejudicial.”181
M. Jury Issues
Another factor to consider in forum selection is whether a jury is desired. Texas state courts empanel a jury of twelve and
require a majority of ten to reach a verdict.182 Federal courts generally require between six and twelve persons on the jury but
mandate that the decision be unanimous.183 There are other procedural differences. In federal cases, a party must demand a
jury within ten days of “service of the last pleading directed to the issue” on which the jury is demanded.184 In most cases, a
party’s jury demand in federal court is timely if served within ten days of the defendant’s answer to the complaint185 or a
plaintiff’s reply to counterclaim,186 or ten days after removal of the case from state court.187 A jury demand in Texas state
court is timely so long as it is filed--with the applicable jury fee--at least *496 thirty days prior to trial.188 Thus, the decision
whether to request a jury can be delayed much longer in state court.
Finally, consideration of the jury pool is appropriate. Cases in Texas state court draw venire from the county in which the
court sits;189 federal courts, on the other hand, draw jurors from multiple counties within that court’s district and division.190
This is an important consideration where counties with very different attitudes towards lawsuits sit adjacent to each other.
Where the county is favorable to the plaintiff, a filing in state court limits the potential jurors to that county. On the other
hand, if for venue purposes the plaintiff is required to file in a distinctly unfriendly county, filing in federal court may dilute
the unfriendly county’s jurors with jurors from other counties still within the federal court’s district and division. A defendant
considering removal should similarly consider this factor.
III. Conclusion
From the foregoing it is apparent that some significant differences remain between the Texas state and federal court systems.
While suits for patent or copyright infringement remain exclusive to federal courts, many intellectual property
cases--including causes of action arising under both federal and state law--can potentially be brought in Texas state court.
The question of which court is most suitable for a particular case is complex and depends on specific facts and circumstances.

A review of the aforementioned factors will assist the practitioner in obtaining the best possible procedural environment for
his or her case.
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